Call for Master internship/stage

We have internship openings at *iCatalogue department of Femar consulting and Femar Research Center (FRC)* for MSc students in Computer Science, Telecommunication Engineering or related disciplines. We are looking for motivated students who would like to carry out their MSc internship with us for a period of 3 up to 6 months. Our office is located at **Salò** (a beautiful city at the western shore of lake Garda). Salò is a touristic city on the northern part of Italy found in the province of **Brescia**.

**Projects**

Our current list of internship projects are on the following areas:

- **Mobile apps for content management**: Designing and implementing smart and robust enterprise content management mobile apps with android platform (tablet apps).
- **Security and performance on cloud computing**: Assessing the trade-off between security and performance in cloud computing context, designing and implementing innovative security protocols, performing formal analysis on security protocols, etc.

**Note**: Project details will be provided to interns as soon as we activate internship agreements with them and their corresponding universities.

**Work/research environment**

The students will closely work with software engineers and researchers of Femar. The projects will be primarily based at the Femar laboratory, where the work environment is a group comprised of junior and senior developers and researchers. IT support and resources will be provided by Femar.

**Expected outcomes**

The projects would result in research reports and developed software prototypes. There is a potential to expand the projects suitable for thesis with the outcome of publishable results.
Requirements:
- Good programming skills, specially with Java
- Ability to work with multi-platform environments, particularly experience with android platform is essential (for the 1st project)
- Basic knowledge in system security and performance (for the 2nd project)
- Good analytical skill
- Oral and written proficiency in English

What we offer:
- Fascinating work (research) environment
- We will facilitate cheaper housing rents and local transportation services
- We may also provide a small support to cover some living costs
- We will offer job opportunities for motivated and talented interns

Starting time
- Starting from the first week of June, 2014

How to apply

Please send us your latest CV (containing your previous work experience, academic and contact details) via email should you have strong interest to enjoy your internship with us.

Contact us
- Via email: e.getahun@icatalogue.com
- Via skype: eya.get
- Via telephone: +39 0365 521620 or +39 388 8342772
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